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Intel intercept helped save four cops,
hotel staff
Vijay V Singh, TNN Dec 8, 2008, 01.55am IST

MUMBAI: An intelligence department intercept of snatches of conversation that the terrorists
at Taj had with their bosses in Pakistan helped in saving the lives of four policemen and a hotel
staff.

DCP Vishwas Nangre-Patil and Rajvardhan Sinha had entered the hotel's CCTV room on the
second floor with three juniors and a hotel staff and were monitoring the movement of the four
terrorists on the fifth and sixth floors of the hotel on 26/11. The police team fired at the
terrorists, preventing them from climbing down, and was in a dominant position as it could
follow the terrorists' movements on the CCTVs.
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Around 2 am on November 27, the intelligence department intercepted a phone conversation
between a terrorist and their bosses in Pakistan. The terrorist said there was a lot of resistance
from the second-floor room and was instructed to burn it down.

Sinha , who had served the intelligence department in the past, immediately received calls
from his former colleagues who told him to vacate the room. "The terrorists threw several
grenades and resumed firing at us after a brief pause,'' said an official.

It was difficult for the police to step out of the room as its entrance was visible from where the
terrorists were. The police and hotel staff tried to leave one by one; it was then that a constable
was killed and another injured.

"We saw the terrorists lobbing a bomb at the CCTV room,'' a policemen said. The police team,
along with the hotel staff, got out of the hotel from a window with the help of fire brigade
personnel.
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